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The Taking Yourself Seriously Project set out to explore the relationship between 
community arts and social cohesion with particular reference to sustainability of projects 
- beyond the immediate context.

The Taking Yourself Seriously project was funded by the Arts and Humanities Research 
Council’s Connected Communities Programme. This programme seeks to encourage 
community co-produced living knowledge that directly works with, not on communities. 
The funding aimed to explore the role of artists in social cohesion projects in partnership 
with ARVAC, the Association for Research in the Voluntary and Community Sectors. At 
the end of the project, the project team gathered together in Sheffield to reflect on the 
findings and to consider what we learned. We were joined by Sharon Hutchings, from 
ARVAC. 

We came together as one group, enacting social cohesion in practice. The purpose of 
the writing retreat was to explore what everyone had been working on and how it all 
fits together.  It was an opportunity to listen to each other and to hopefully learn more 
together about the ways in which artistic methodologies can inform social cohesion.

Art & Social Cohesion a writing retreat



“We are here to see how to move things forward” “Is the project on track?”

“How do we sustain relationships?”

“It is vital to talk about failures”
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j o i n i n g  o u r  c o n v e r s a t i o n a l  d o t s Katy Goldstraw

“artists can help communities themselves to 
become more aware of their input”



“conceptual art seemed like a strange animal”

“three generations were involved in the stories:
what was expected of the artist?



“more immediate collaboration”

“it’s about making something”

“the artist as disrupter”

“it is about communication on different levels”

“being part of the community is more important than your role as an artist”



“power and context: there are many layers”

“whose art counts?”

“more art outdoors than indoors in 
Pakistan.. feels like it is disappearing’

“shall I put the word on it: legacy?”
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“where in this project did you fail?”

Andrew McMillan

“I asked the girls in the school to write together but they didn’t:
they said they didn’t like each other...”



“learned it is about the relationship between process and product”

“there was no end product - felt I let the women down”

“I can’t manage the art”

“l didn’t do enough with the kids”

“my failures
and learning”
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it is about process and 
collaboration

not knowing what the end 
product will be



Sharon Hutchings
“(how) could you be more radical?”

“social cohesion is just another 
label for the perfect society”

“the state wants to withdraw...
dilemma: social cohesion driven by universities

is a fragmented way”
Ledwith, M., & Freire, A. M. (2016). Community development in action: Putting Freire into practice. Bristol: Policy Press.



“in here,
this group,

this project
is radical”

“different ways of thinking”

“by giving away authority”

“holding disagreement”

“it is about being part of a movement, not a service”

“how to be radical
but realistic?”



r e s i d e n c y  a s  m e t h o d
Steve Pool

“my father helped  
building the ship,

in my back garden”



“Communities are often very vibrant ... we should look 
at power relationships between the academic and 
communities”“building the pirate ship ... is more about what it 

holistically means”



“I understand now that it is not about social cohesion 
but about being part of a community”

“it is an emotional space”

“it seems important that the artist comes to 
the place and space of the community ... the 
playground, the school, the women ... ”

“gets woven into what you do” tAking yoUrself serioUsly
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“1-instrumental (delivering a workshop), 2-conceptual (approach), and 
3-plunging in together: something new emerging (new ideas)”13 December 2017 



t h e  a r t i s t  a n d  s o c i a l 
c o h e s i o n

Zanib Rasool
Kate Pahl



“conceptual is new, that it is more about the process, about talking and thinking, not about 
making anything”

“education is biggest gift, bigger than dowry”
“our stories are fixed in time”

“each woman is an individual, what unites them is their determination”



“we might think of the role 
of a mentor for the artist in 
community projects”

“there are different level of artists”



“the writing by the artist about the 
project is the main thing of this project, 

nót the intergenerational journey”



“the group solving something 
themselves is a model”

“still troubles...but there is no going back 
to how things were before”

“more could happen in schools ...”

a n  e c o l o g i c a l  v i e w
Vicky Ward

Panni Loh



“it is about whom to 
involve in social cohesion”

“How can we use different approaches to social 
cohesion? How do we work with people who would wish 
to undermine social cohesion?”

“it’s important to talk about issues of 
safety with all communities including 

LGBT, secular and non- secular”



“I would have liked to have 
asked more ... such as why 

is this not happening”

c r i t i c a l  t h i n k i n g

“Art is part of the solution”

“I would have liked to reposition roles in the project”

“not always what artist intended but sometimes 
something more beautiful comes out of it”

“it is much about inside/outside - pacing/spacing; a need to remain reflective”

“we thought about mentoring, about the power of telling stories”

“the project is experienced as a challenge”

“huge amount of learning”

“art is in the background... why does it matter to bring in artists, what skills 
are important?”

“what is art offering?”

“the presence of the artist!”

“whose voices are heard?”



“Think about beginning, reflective cues.

Who is going to work with who?”

l o c a l  g o v e r n m e n t

n a r r a t i v e

Legacy: book, CD with wrapped cover as recognition for 
women’s stories and work in project - a tool that can be used 
in the community.

Suggest contacting the women if they want to participate in 
meeting about this, then invite the artist.

....
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